NVDO, Rotterdam Ahoy and SKF invite you for the unique NVDO Citytrip “On Our Way to EuroMaintenance” 2021 to the SKF Sven Wingquist Test Centre.

This trip includes;
- A visit to the Test Centre
- From traditional to predictive maintenance
- Hotel stay at the B&B Hotel Schweinfurt-City (or equivalent)
- Dinner and lunch
- International Network

Join us on September 10th and 11th on our way to EuroMaintenance 2021

SKF Sven Wingquist Test Centre, Schweinfurt (Germany)
At the Schweinfurt location, you will find the most powerful large warehouse test centre in the world. The test centre should help to produce large rolling bearings for all branches of industry in a significantly more economical and resource-saving manner and to increase the reliability and service life of such bearings.

**Program September 10th**

- **12.30 hours**
  Departure from NVDO office, Houten by Touringcar

- **Break**

- **18.00 hours**
  Arrival and checkin at the B&B Hotel Schweinfurt-City

- **19.00 hours**
  Dinner at Restaurant Aposto Schweinfurt, offered by Rotterdam Ahoy

**Program September 11th**

- **08.30 hours**
  Breakfast and checkout at the B&B Hotel Schweinfurt-City

- **10.00 hours**
  Welcome and introduction SKF Sven Wingquist Test Centre

- **Two groups: LSB production / parallel SWTC**

- **Lunch**

- **Two groups: WCM channel plant 3**

- **13.00 hours**
  Departure from the SKF Sven Wingquist Test Centre

- **Break**

- **19.00 hours arrival at NVDO office, Houten**
REGISTRATION FORM

NVDO “On Our Way to EuroMaintenance” Citytrip Schweinfurt
The following is included in the price(*); bus trip to Schweinfurt, SKF company visit, networking dinner, networking lunch, night stay and breakfast at the B&B Hotel Schweinfurt-City

(*) Travel insurance not included

First Name
Initials M / F
Last Name
Passport number
Date of birth ..- ... - 19..
Mobile phonenumber 0031
Company Name
Town/City and zipcode
Streetadress
Ordernumber
Emailadress
Phonenumber, those staying at home

Signature

The costs for this unique Citytrip to Schweinfurt will be € 595,-

You will receive comformation with detailed information after registration

Submitting this form finalizes your registration. It is not possible to cancel your reservation

Please include copy of passport. Data on passport needs to correspond with the information given above

NVDO
Postbus 138
3990 DC Houten
T +31(0)30-6346040
E info@nvdo.nl
W www.nvdo.nl
W www.euromaintenance.net